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Posted by Manchusz. Filed in CBSE English Grammar Here you can find CBSE class 10 grammar sheets, exercises, sample question documents and previous years of CBSE Class 10 document questions. There are several revision sheets and easy-to-understand notes. Learn the lesson and follow these exercises to earn high grades in your CBSE 10 English paper class. Most
of the pages in this section can be printed for home or classroom use. If you don't find what you want here, contact me in manjusha_nambiar@yahoo.co.in Grammar Sheets Class 10 Download our sheets in your inbox You can find more sheets here Errors with verbs Verbs Errors with verbs | Exercise 1 Verb Errors | Exercise 2 Verb Errors | Exercise 3 Verb Errors | Exercise 4
Verb Errors | Exercise 5 General Grammar Exercises Intermediate Grammar Exercise English Medium Communication: Grammar Exercise 2 Indirect Grammar Exercise 3 Grammar Exercise Intermediate 4 Days in Worksheet Exercise Times for Class 10 CBSE Exercise Times for CBSE Class 10 Times Sheet for cbse Class 9 Time worksheets for CBSE Times sheets 3 Exercise
times 4 Exercise times 5 Exercise times 6 Exercise times 7 Exercise times 8 Exercise times 9 Exercise times 10 Exercise times exercise 11 Times exercise 12 Times exercise 13 Days exercise 14 Times exercise 1 5 Past ideal times continuous worksheet Simple current time or current running time Current time Sheet Future time sheet Complete message item Complete message
item 1 Complete message item 2 End of sentence 1 Edit excerpt Edit excerpt 2 Edit excerpt 3 Edit excerpt 4 Edit excerpt 4 Edit excerpt 4 Edit Passage 5 Edit Passage 6 Edit Passage 7 Edit Passage 8 Edit Passage 9 Edit Passage 9 Edit Passage 12 Direct and Indirect Speech Exercise Direct and Indirect Speech Exercise 1 Direct and Indirect Speech Exercise 2 Direct and Indirect
Speech Exercise 3 Direct and Indirect Speech Exercise 4 Exercise Direct and Indirect Speech 5 Verbs Phrase Sheets with Bring Phrasing Verbs With Intermittent Phrasal Verbs Sheet 1 Phrasal Verb i sheet 2 phrasing sheet 3 prepositions prepositions works prepositions exercise 1 prepositions exercises 2 prepositions exercises 3 prepositions exercises 5 Prepositions exercises 6
Prepositions exercises 7 Prepositions exercises 8 Prepositions exercises 9 Prepositions exercises 10 Exercise prepositions | Because, from, from, in prepositions exercises 10 prepositions exercises 11 Prepositions exercises 12 General grammar exercises General grammar exercises 1 General exercise grammar 2 General grammar exercise 3 English grammar test 4 General
grammar exercise 5 General grammar exercise 6 General grammar exercise 7 General grammar exercise 8 General grammar exercise 9 General grammar exercise 10 Grammar exercise 11 If exercise points Change the order of words Change the order of words words Reorder words to make meaningful sentences 2 Reorder words so that meaningful sentences 3 Gap fills CBSE
class 10 English grammar - sentence completion exercise 1 CBSE class 10 English grammar - sentence completion exercise 2 Break fills exercise 3 Gaps fills 4 | CBSE class 10 English grammar Gap fills sheet 5 Gaps fills sheet 6 Gaps fills sheet 7 Gaps fills sheet 8 Gaps fills sheet 9 Gaps fills sheet 10 Gaps fills sheet 11 Nieo finite verbs sheet Countable and countless nouns
sheet Determines exercise sheet completing sentence sentence completion exercise 1 Exercise completing sentence 2 Exercise completion sentence 3 Completing exercise sentence 4 Practice completing sentence 5 Practice completing sentence 6 Exercise padding sentence 7 Pronouns relative overeating sheet Relative pronouns sheet worksheet 2 Active and passive voice
sheet Passive voice sheet for class 1 Active and passive voice sheet 2 Degrees of comparison Degrees of comparative exercises Writing Short compositions - Notice, Message, Diary Entry Write Notice Entry in journal writing Reading sheets comprehension Sheets for reading sheet with understanding 1 Synthesis of sentences Using adjective clauses Combining two sentences
into one sentence complex Good or good Co what or who if the clauses if the execution clauses if-execution clauses the first conditional clauses exercise adjective or adjective adjective or adjective Find the missing word exercise 1 Find the missing word 2 Infinitives and gerunds Infinitive or Gerund Ace Execution Conjunctions, when and during not only / but also exercises
ending dialogue Dialogue End exercises 1 Dialogue termination exercise 2 Dialogue termination exercise 3 Exercises with understanding Reading exercises comprehension with answers Exercises with understanding English Precis writing Examples Precis Letter Writing Personal Letter Writing Tips Email Tips Informal Sample Letter 1 Informal Sample Letter 2 Informal Letter
Sample 3 Informal Sample Letters 4 Exercise Prepositions 1 Exercise Prepositions 2 Assignment Exercises 3 From or To Use From and To : Grammar Exercise Exercise Vocabulary Exercises English Exercises General Exercise English Grammar and Vocabulary Exercise Vocabulary Exercise This section of grammar explains English grammar in a clear and simple way. There
are sample sentences to show how the language is used. NCERT solutions for Class 10 English will help you write better answers in class 10 exams. Because solutions are solved by experts in the field. The times in short ♦ sequence of times: 1. According to the verb verb sequence in the principal, the verb in the main clause follows. 2. There are two main rules of the sequence
of times. Rule 1. If the verb in the main clause is at the time of or future, the verb in the subclaun can be located at any time, time, in this sense; for example: Rule 2. If the verb in the main clause is in the past tense, the verb in the subclaun must also be written in the appropriate past tense, for example: I knew it was telling a lie. He worked hard so he could move on. However,
there are some exceptions to this rule. (i) If the verb in the subclaun expresses some universal truth or ordinary action, it is always in the present tense, even if the verb in the main clause is in the past tense; for example: The old father told his sons that unification is strength. I'm sorry to hear that he's in a bad mood. (ii) If a verb in a subclaun is entered by a comparison-than
combination, the verb can be any time, even if there is a past tense in the main clause, for example: She liked it more than you liked. He helped us more than he helps his relatives. Note 1. If the comparison is expressed by as well as than, the same principle is good. After each time, any time may follow, according to the meaning intended by the speaker. For example, He likes you
as he liked me. He will like you as well as he liked me. Note 2. If the verb is not expressed after than or after asau, the verb understood in the principal is the same as the verb expressed in the main clause. For example, He liked you better than (liked) me. He will like you as well as (will) want me. Note 3. The word lest is no. The only auxiliary verb that can be used after lest is the
time that a verb can be in the main clause. For example, (iii) If a child clause is the proverbial place or cause clause, the sequence of times can be at any time according to implied tension/meaning, for example: Failed because it has poor health. Rule 3. Conjunctions as if and as if they were always in a sub clause, regardless of the time in the main clause, for example: It speaks as
if it were crazy. He worked as if he were a giant. Fill in the blanks with the correct verb form in parentheses. Question 1. (a) We ............... (go) to Guwahati via Rajdhani Express last month. b) Rajdhani train ............... be) a fully air-conditioned train. c) It's ............... (provide) food, cold drinks, water and blankets at night. d) Journey ............... (be) cool. This gives comfort to the soul
and mind. e) Vice versa, there ............... (to be) a priest. f) He ............... (to be) in the Church of Patna for the past twenty years. g) I was informed that ............... (read) the book. h) Did not say when ............... (come). (i) I hope ............... (sorry) me soon. (j) He taught me that they would do good ............... (b) never lost. Answer: a) went b) is c) ensures d) was (e) was (f) was (g)
been (g) was reading (h) will come (and) will pardon (j) are question 2. a) Arjun (be) a good friend of Mr. Krischny. b) Never ............... (you want to) fight with your brother's brother c) It's Krishna ............... (inspire) Arjun, giving him Upadesas of Gita. d) Arjun ............... (bow) in front of his Guru, and then he began to fight. e) Mahabharata ............... (write) by Ved Vyasji. f)
Mahabharata ............... (be) epic. Answer: a) was (b) wanted c) inspired d) arched (e) was written (f) is question 3. a) Malaria ............... (be) caused by a female Anopheles mosquito. b) They ............... (to be) also called carriers. c) When the mosquito ............... (bite) people, microbes enter the bloodstream. d) We should ............... (keep) the surrounding clean to avoid mosquito
breeding. (e) Pathogenic micro-organisms ............... (to be) called pathogens. f) Yeast ............... (be) friendly microbes. Answer: a) is b) are c) bites (d) keep (e) are (f) is question 4. Last week I (a) ................ (visit) at the fair. It (b) ................ (inauguration) by the President of India. And (c) ................ (accompanied) by my friend who (d) ................ (originated) from the US last week.
He(e) ................ (live) in the United States for the past five years. He (f) ................ (to) his M.B.A. from New York University. Answer: a) visited b) was inaugurated c) accompanied by d) future e) lives (f) doing question 5. Kate Middleton Can (a) ................ (be) looked delicious and fairytale in her wedding dress, but (b) ................ (conversation) doing rounds (c) ................ (to be)
that the'dress bore a striking resemblance to Grace Kelly's wedding dress. Royal wedding fans could not (d) ................ (help) noting that both brides (e) ................ (wear) dramatic dresses with similar V-necklines and long white lace sleeves at their weddings, (f) ................ (report) New York Daily. Answer: a) have b) conversations c) are d) help (e) wore (f) reports question 6. a)
Mrs. Talwar ................... (live) in the village. b) She ................... (be) three children. c) Her hobby.................... (to be) to sing and pray alone. d) She ......................... (love) to look after poor children. e) Her children ................... (be) abroad. (f) She ................... (be) an avid admirer of Mr. Krischny. Answer: a) life (b) has c) is (d) loves (e) are (f) is question 7. Honey, amla, gums,
resins, tubers and tamaride; all these and more (a) ................... (come) from forests and (b) ................... (find) the way to our lives. But tribal who (c) ................... (snatch), kick and extract them to get pittance. Now row (d) ................... (decision) to provide a minimum support price for certain selected forest products on wheat and un shelled lines. Step can (e) ................... (aid)
about 40 million tribal families that still (f) ................... (depends) or a full year on forest income. Answer: a) come b) they found (c) snatch (d) decided (e) help (f) depends on question 8. The new study has (a) ................... (find) that birds living in cities b) ................... (be) larger brains, while species with smaller brains (c) ................... (find) almost exclusively in rural areas.
Researchers from Uppsala University in Sweden (d) ................... (look) at the 82 bird species in the center. european cities and in the surrounding environment and e) ...................... (found) that birds with relatively large brains, such as crows and magpies (f) ................... (inhabit) urban areas. Answer: a) found b) found c) found (d) looked e) found (f) inhabit Question 9. When (a)
................... (be) sixty years old, I (b)................... (be) to open a club. All members (c) .................. (be) participation in it. It (d) ................... (be) consists of forty members who should be fifty-plus years old. Wellness centre, swimming pool and dance floor (e) ................... (be) be the characteristics of this club. Membership fees (f) ................... (be) 5 butterflies. Answer: (a) will (b) be
(c) will have (d) will be (e) will be (f) will be question 10. Peddacheppalli (a) ................... (to become) an apartment after the Pakistani Kapu brothers who (b) ................... (originating) from northern India, (c) ................... (felling) of the forest and (d) ................... (level) is and thus the village(s) ................... (name) Peddacheppalli after the eldest of the brothers. Sage Agastya (f)
................... (live) here for some time. Answer: a) it happened b) came c) cut (d) aligned (e) was named (f) lived Question 11. With the advent of Kaliyuga, no (a) .................. (perform) pooja and area (b) ................ (turn) into a forest with wild shrubs and mud hills (c) ................... (form) on Shivlingam. When chappals (d) ................... (get) trees cut down for (e) ................... (form)
village, valmeekam (f) ................... (area) and the local population offered prayers. Answer: (a) performed (b) turned c) formed (d) got (e) forming (f) on the surface interacting with the reader
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